Keynote Presentations

Watching Jeff speak is akin to going to the

theater: he is more than anything a natural performer.
Combine these talents with his extensive experience
and knowledge on the topic of innovation and what
you get is an exciting presentation that will propel
any company to innovate. Jeff has several popular
and highly customized presentations, however, he
does give the option of creating an entirely new
presentation for your company based on your needs.
Please do not hesitate to contact the Innovatrium
today for more information on these options.

coming generation if it wants to stay successful. Jeff’s
presentation on “Connecting the Dots of Innovation”
showcases practices that have been proven to make
innovation happen. Jeff explains that by starting at
the desired result (the end) and working backwards
you can really ascertain the moves you need to be
make to achieve that desired outcome.

Innovation You
Leading Innovation
Through this presentation, you will learn how to create organizational cultures and habits that are conducive to creativity. Jeff introduces the traits and habits
that foster innovation, and explains how to implement
them. Specifically, you will learn to leverage current
processes and systems to find growth opportunities,
create a collaborative environment, and champion a
risk taking-culture to better innovate.

Connecting the Dots of Innovation
No matter how successful an organization has been,
it must continue to innovate and change with the

Everyday we make goals and promises to ourselves
to be better in certain aspects of our lives. Although
our intentions are noble, we are often diverted by
various daily distractions or the notion that our goal
is too hard to reach. Innovation You is Jeff’s reply; he
takes a direct and simple approach to breaking down
the steps needed to accomplish your goal, and he is
honest about the roadblocks you may face along the
way. After decades of working to innovate organizations, Jeff takes on the ultimate challenge to help you
innovate yourself.

Custom Topics
Jeff also offers clients the option of having him create
a presentation that is completely customized to their
organizations’ specific needs
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